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Abstract: Various problems of different levels in the ultrasonic testing standards of bearing bush of
power station take place at present, which has certain influence on the actual defect judgment.
According to the theoretical analysis and practical test results, the technology in this paper has the
advantages as follows. First, the defining standards of the frequency and size of the probe used in
the test are provided. Second, the adjustment method of sensitivity detection is simple and practical,
which can effectively detect the delamination defects. Third, after the clearing up of the defect
judgment methods, the paper recommends using the Technology Conditions of Bearing Bush of
Turbine Babbitt Metal (JB/T4272-1994, equalling to ISO4386-1:1992) and typical layered
waveform provided in the paper to judge the defects. Fourth, the paper provides the quantitative
judgement method of defects according to the Nondestructive Testing of Pressure Equipments—
Part 3: Ultrasonic Testing (JB/T4730-2005) and specification for MHI bearing bush testing for
quantitative analysis of defects. Fifth, the specific testing methods of bearing bush of turbo
generator with dovetail are provided in the paper.
1. Introduction to Testing Standards of Bearing Bush
At present, the ultrasonic testing standards of bearing bush of turbo generator in power stations
are carried out according to Technology conditions of bearing bush of Tin-based alloy of turbo
generator (JB/T 4272-1994) and The ultrasonic testing for alloy bearing of in-service turbogenerator (DL/T297-2011) in China. There are still many problems in the execution process of the
two standards, which has certain influence on the actual defect judgment.
The problems in the execution process of the Technology conditions of bearing bush of Tinbased alloy of turbo generator (JB/T 4272-1994, equalling to ISO4386-1: 1992) are shown as
follows:
(1) The standards recommend the double crystal probe for testing. However, due to the existence
of focus, the sensitivity of focus area by double crystal focusing probes is high and the operational
is insufficient. At the same time, as a result of irregularity of reflected wave of double crystal
focusing probes, the defect judgement by reflected wave’s amplitude can be made only once, which
can bring error in practical applications.
(2) The specific stipulations of scanning the sensitivity are absent in the standards. The standards
judge the delamination defects only according to the bottom-echo amplitude, not considering the
amplitude of the interface wave.
(3) The specific stipulations of standard test blocks are absent in the standards. The specific
regulations of artificial defect size and the dimension type are not provided in the standards.
(4) The quantitative stipulations are absent in the standards and the defect areas cannot be
confirmed.
The problems in the execution process of The ultrasonic testing for alloy bearing of in-service
turbo-generator (DL/T297-2011) are shown as follows:
(1) The standards recommend the double crystal square probe for testing. In the practical testing
process, the square probe is liable to scratch the interface of Babbit metal. At the same time, the
square probe is against to the coupling of workpiece interface.
(2) The standards require using the reference block method to adjust the testing sensitivity in the
testing process. The testing blocks of different categories should be made to adapt to the alloy
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bushes of different thickness, which is not strong at operability.
(3) The quantitative requirements of the defects are not clear in the standards. The methods to
define the defect boundaries and the categories of waveform are not provided in the standards.
After referring the testing methods of bearing bush in foreign countries, the author will analyse
the bearing bush testing technology from the aspects of probe selection, sensitivity adjustment,
defects judgement, defects quantification to provide a new direction of bearing bush testing in
China.
2. Technology Analysis of Bearing Bush Testing
2.1 Selection of Probes
For the ultrasonic testing methods, the selection of a suitable probe is a prerequisite for the
development of technology. Table 1 is about the requirements of the probe frequency and the chip
size of alloy bushing of the testing standards at home and abroad. As can be seen in Table 1, the
alloy surface probes of bearing bush testing can be commonly categorized into two main areas: one
crystal probe and double crystal probe. The common frequency is 5MHz and the size of the chip is
generally controlled within 10mm.
Table 1. Probes selection under the different standards
Applicable standards

DL/T 297-2011

Probe
classification

Probe
frequency
/MHZ

Chip siez/mm

one crystal

2-5

Φ4-8

double crystal

5

2*4×4
2*10×10

one crystal

2-5

Φ10-30

double crystal

5

Φ10-15

MHI rules

one crystal

5

Φ5-10

ASTM B23(SA578)

one crystal

2.25 or 5

Φ25-30

JB/T4272-1994 (equaling to ISO4386-1:1992)

For the ultrasonic testing of the turbine bearing bush, it is recommended to use the single crystal
probe with high frequency and small size under the condition that the height of the bottom
reflection wave is ensured (not less than 80% of the full screen amplitude). The reasons are as
follows:
(1) The reason for not choosing the double crystal probe is clarified in the previous. We won't
explore it in again this article.
(2) The selection of probes with smaller diameters can decrease the near-field and increase the
contact area of the probe and the testing surface of bearing bush. Therefore, under the condition of
ensuing penetrating power, we will give priority to the probes with smaller diameters.
(3) With the current manufacturing level of the probe, the blind area of the single crystal probe
can reach 2mm, and the blind area of some of the imported probes can even reach 0.5mm. The
thickness of Babbitt metal layer of bearing bush of turbine generator generally ranges from 5mm to
12mm. The single crystal probe has met the testing requirements. It is another reason that the
straight probe can replace the double crystal probe.
(4) The advantages of high efficiency of probe lie in stronger emitted energy of ultrasonic wave,
better directivity of sound waves, fewer areas of blind regions and higher resolution of little defect.
(5) When the thickness of Babbitt metal layer of bearing bush of turbine generator is more than
8mm, the probe with high frequency is conductive to the defect diagnose.
The reflective amplitudes of the primary wave and the secondary wave in the interface are shown
in Table 2. As seen from the Table 2, the application of the low-frequency probe can raise the
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amplitude of the secondary wave in the interface, which can influence on the defect judgement.
Therefore, in the case of penetrating power assurance, we should decrease the amplitude of the
secondary wave in the interface as far as possible. To summarize, we recommend the 5PΦ8 single
crystal probe in the ultrasonic testing of bearing bush of turbo generator.
Table 2. Reflective amplitudes of the primary wave and the secondary wave in the interface of
different frequency probes (actual testing value)
Conditions of actual testing
Specifications of
probe/MHZ,ømm

Primary reflection
of alloy interface
db value of 80%
amplitude/dB

2.5/8
2.5/14
4/8
5/8

Primary reflective amplitude
under the condition of good
combination layer of alloy %

Secondary reflective
amplitude 10%

80
80
80
80

10
8
4
6

52.5
58
55
80.5

2.2 Adjustment of Sensitivity
The specifications of MHI bearing bush testing set out the ultrasonic testing can be applied by
the way of Babbit metal block or carbon steel block to adjust the testing sensitivity. According to
the blocks, the detection sensitivity can be adjusted in any way in Table 3.
Table 3. Adjustment method of sensitivity tested by ultrasonic wave
Block name

Block
thickness/mm

detection sensitivity of 5Z10N

detection sensitivity of 5Z5N

Bidery metal
TP

8

B4：100%

B4：100%

JIS STB-A3

16

B6：100%

B3：100%

JIS-STB-A1

25

B4：80%+6dB

B2：100%

Take the adjustment of detection sensitivity of 5Z10N as an example. The result is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of detection sensitivity of carbon steel block
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The MHI regulations and other regulations set out the comparison of detection sensitivity, which
is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Adjustment method of sensitivity tested by ultrasonic wave
Regulations
The ultrasonic testing for alloy bearing
of
in-service
turbo-generator
（DL/T297-2011）
Technology Conditions of Bearing Bush
of Turbine Babbitt Metal (equaling to
ISO4386-1:1992)
SA578（2014）Testing of Special Steel
plate and clad steel plate using
Ultrasonic direct wave

Rules of detection sensitivity
The equivalent of 80% of reflective wave of the
interface of bearing bush alloy +（4-6）d
The equivalent of 80% of reflective wave of the
interface of bearing bush alloy-11dB
The equivalent of 80% of reflective wave of the
interface of bearing bush alloy -(11-14)dB

Testing Regulations of Bearing Bush of The equivalent of 80% of reflective wave of the
interface of bearing bush alloy +11dB
MHI
As can be seen from the above table, the detection sensitivity method provided by MHI is not
lower than the sensitivity tested by other standards, and the method can be used to adjust the
sensitivity of carbon steel block. We recommend the use of MHI in the actual test due to its simple
operation.
3. Judgement of Bearing Bush Defect
The ultrasonic testing of the bearing bush is mainly to detect the delamination defect of Babbitt
and substrate. Some rules are obtained by theoretical calculation in order to determine the
waveform amplitude.
3.1 DB difference between Reflected Wave and Bearing Alloy under the Condition of Good
Combination Layer of Alloy
Under the condition of good combination of bearing alloy layer and basic materials, the
reflectivity of sound pressure in the interface is 0.32. Under the condition of delamination of
bearing alloy layer and basic materials, the reflectivity of sound pressure in the interface is
approximately equal to 1, not considering the attenuation and spread.
3.2 DB difference between Bottom Echo Wave of Basic Material and Interfacial Wave
It is assumed that the bottom surface of the bearing bush and the interface of the alloy are
parallel structures. The difference between the amplitude of bottom echo wave of the bearing bush
and the interfacial wave of alloy under the condition of good combination can be calculated by the
reciprocating transmission rate of the ultrasonic wave. hen the detection sensitivity is high enough,
as a result of the existence of the heterogeneous interface, the interface quality can be judged by the
change of the reflection wave of the interface and the amplitude of the bottom wave of basic
material.
3.3 Waveform Judgment of Delamination Defects of Bearing Bush
Technology Conditions of Bearing Bush of Turbine Babbitt Metal (JB/T4272-1994, equalling to
ISO4386-1:1992) is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. We don’t recommend the waveform due to the
disadvantage of double crystal prone.
The wave in the appendix C of The ultrasonic testing for alloy bearing of in-service turbogenerator (DL/T297-2011) doesn’t provide defect judgment combined with the bottom echo wave.
The method is liable to bring errors. We also don’t recommend.
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The Testing of Special Steel plate and clad steel plate using Ultrasonic direct wave
(ASME/SA578-2014) and MHI standards provide only the text description of defect wave with no
waveform.

Figure 2. (a): Good interface (b): delamination layer occurs

Figure 3. (a): Good interface (b): Bad combination
4. Quantitative Calculation of Defect Area of Bearing Bush Delamination Layer
Table 5 shows the near-fields of probes of different categories.
Table 5. near-fields of probes of different categories.
Probe types/MHZ,ømm

Near-field/mm

2.5PΦ8

12

4PΦ8

19

5PΦ8

24

10PΦ8

49

As we can see from the Table 5, when the thickness of Babbit metal of bearing bush is less than
8 mm, even the probe of 2.5PΦ8 cannot avoid the influence of near-field.
Technology Conditions of Bearing Bush of Turbine Babbitt Metal (JB/T4272-1994, equalling to
ISO4386-1:1992), Testing of Special Steel plate and clad steel plate using Ultrasonic direct wave
(ASME/SA578-2014) and The ultrasonic testing for alloy bearing of in-service turbo-generator
(DL/T297-2011) cannot calculate the defect quantitatively. Testing Regulations of Bearing Bush of
MHI can calculate the defect quantitatively using the interfacial secondary wave.
5. Defect Judgement of Edge Region of Dovetail by Ultrasonic Testing
As is shown in Figure 4, the dovetail groove structure is available in the bearing bush of turbo
generator of 600 MW made in China.
The delamination defects of the basic material interface and the Babbit metal in the bottom of
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dovetail cannot be found (blind region). However, the defects in the slope area of dovetail (Region
1 in Figure 5) can be found. When the second-reflected wave is higher than 50%, it can be
determined that it is a delamination defect of alloy layer without the appearance of the third wave.

Figure 4. Bearing bush with dovetail
Figure 5. Defected area of the edge region of dovetail of bearing bush
6. Conclusions
Various problems of different levels in the ultrasonic testing standards of bearing bush of power
station take place at present, which has certain influence on the actual defect judgment. The
technology in this paper has the advantages as follows. (1) According to the theoretical analysis and
the actual testing results, the defining standards of the frequency and size of the probe are provided.
(2) The adjustment method of sensitivity detection is simple and practical, which can effectively
detect the delamination defects. (3) After the clearing up of the defect judgment methods, the paper
recommends using the Technology Conditions of Bearing Bush of Turbine Babbitt Metal
(JB/T4272-1994, equalling to ISO4386-1:1992) and typical layered waveform provided in the paper
to judge the defects. (4) The paper provides the quantitative judgement method of defects.
According to the Nondestructive Testing of Pressure Equipments—Part 3: Ultrasonic Testing
(JB/T4730-2005) and specification for MHI bearing bush testing for quantitative analysis of defects.
(5) The paper provides a specific testing method for the bearing bush of turbo generator with
dovetail. (6) In the applications process of the above bearing bush testing technology, we
successfully found the delamination defects of bearing bush for three times. We accurately
determined the defect edge of the delamination layer, which proved the effectivity of the technology.
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